IPSC MSMUN 2022
CODE OF CONDUCT

1. Timings
- All the delegates are expected to maintain discipline during the span of
conference.
- Kindly follow the itinerary and be punctual for all the events.
2. Dress Code
All delegates are requested to be decorously attired.
All the delegates must follow the dress code:
Western formals- First and third day
Traditional- Second day
- The delegates will be provided with ID cards and it is mandatory to wear
these ID cards during the conference.
3. Things to remember
Our conference is dedicated to provide an equal part fun and learning
experience for everyone.
- Discrimination of any kind on the basis of ethnicity, gender, sexual
orientation, belief, religion, age or disability by anyone in the conference is
not permissible.
- Respectful and formal language to be used during the three days of MUN.
- The conference strictly discourages actions or derogatory signaling.
- No use of music or other audio recordings during the sessions. No use of
graphics (photos, clip art or drawings) at any time, unless approved in
advanced by an MSMUN Adviser or Chair.
- It is the responsibility of all participants to know and abide by the laws of
the state which govern their internet use and general conduct.
- If any delegate will be held accountable for any disruptive behavior during
the committee sessions will be expelled from the conference without any
refund at the discretion of the secretariat.
- In the school campus if any delegate or faculty advisors found with ANY
ILLEGAL MATERIAL for ex., alcoholic substances will be expelled from
IPSC MSMUN 2022.

- All the delegates who will avail the facility of accommodation inside the
campus to stick with the time schedule that is mentioned in the itinerary.
- All the faculty advisors are responsible for safety, discipline and conduct of
their students.
- Faculty advisors can observe their students and conference from back of the
committee rooms.
We hope all the participants of the conference will strictly adhere to the code of
conduct.
We are eagerly waiting for enthusiastic and diligent delegates to attend this IPSC
MUN conference for positive changes with effective results.

Warm Regards
Mody School MUN Team

